I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the simplicity of their implementation using matched filters and due to their robustness, nearest neighbor decoders (minimum Euclidean distance decoders) are often used on additive noise channels even if the noise is not a white Gaussian process. For such channels, the nearest neighbor decoding rule is usually suboptimal and a loss in performance is thus incurred. In this correspondence we quantify this loss in terms of the achievable rates, i.e., the rates at which reliable communication is possible with a nearest neighbor decoder.
Stated as above, the problem is a special case of the general mismatch problem that has been studied in [l]-[5] for the singleuser channel, and in [6] for the multiple-access channel. However, the techniques that we use in order to study the problem are quite different from those used in the above references and rely heavily on Euclidean geometry. This allows us to deal with the infinite input and output alphabets and with the memory that the noise may exhibit.
It should be noted that we only study the case where the transmitter uses random Gaussian codebooks. While this is the optimal input distribution for white Gaussian channels, this may not necessarily be optimal for non-Gaussian channels and the decoder that we assume, see Example 1.
The motivation to assume this input distribution is that Gaussian codebooks are relatively well understood, and that, as we shall see, Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoders form a very robust communication scheme. Furthermore, for the power-limited additive noise single-user channel, Gaussian noise and Gaussian signaling constitute a saddle-point for the mutual information functional [7] : given that the noise is Gaussian the input distribution that maximizes the mutual information between the channel input and output is the Gaussian distribution, and given that the input distribution is Gaussian, the worst noise, i.e., the noise that minimizes Manuscript received May 9, 1995; revised Feb. 20, 1996 . This work was supported in part by NSF under Grant NCR-9205663, JSEP under Contract DAAH04-94-G-0058, and ARPA under Contract J-FBI-94-218-2. The material in this correspondence was presented in part at the IEEE Inemational Symposium on Information Theory, Trondheim, Norway, June 1994.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(96)05225-X. 00 1 g-9448/96$05 .OO 0 1996 IEEE the mutual information, is the Gaussian noise. It thus seems that a robust design approach is to design for the worst case, i.e., assume that the noise is Gaussian, and use a Gaussian codebook and a decoder that is optimal for Gaussian noise, i.e., a nearest neighbor decoder. This reasoning seems to imply that a Gaussian codebook and a nearest neighbor decoder should allow one to transmit at rates arbitrarily close to the Gaussian capacity (corresponding to Gaussian inputs and Gaussian noise) if the noise is Gaussian, and at even higher rates if the noise is not the worst noise (i.e., not Gaussian). One should, however, exercise great caution when following the above line of reasoning because if the noise is not Gaussian, then nearest neighbor decoding is no longer the optimal decoder and the mutual information between the input and output is no longer an appropriate measure of the achievable rates. If the noise is not Gaussian, then two opposite forces are at work: on the one hand the noise is less malevolent than the Gaussian noise and the mutual information is bigger than the Gaussian capacity, but on the other hand the receiver is no longer optimal, and some loss in performance might arise from the suboptimality of the decoder. We shall, in fact, see in Theorem 1 that the two forces exactly cancel out: irrespective of the noise distribution, the Gaussian capacity is achievable, and no rate above it is achievable with random Gaussian coding and nearest neighbor decoding. This result will be generalized in Theorem 3 to the additive-noise multiple-access channel (MAC) with joint nearest neighbor decoding.
The robustness of Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoding for the single-user channel has been demonstrated before, see [S] - [IO] and references therein. (For the case where the noise power is smaller than the transmitted power, the strongest version is apparently due to Csisz&r and Narayan [Ill.) Our contribution to the single-user channel is in proving a random coding converse, i.e., that with random Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoding no rate above (l/2) log (1 + P/N) is achievable, where P is the signal power and N is the noise power, and in extending these results to the multiple-access channel and to fading channel with side information at the receiver.
Our results do not imply that if one is to use Gaussian codebooks and if one is to guarantee that (l/2) log (1 + P/N) be achievable for any noise distribution of power N, then no rate above (l/2) log (1+ P/N) is achievable with a decoder that does not depend on the noise distribution; it is only with a nearest neighbor decoder that this holds. At least for memoryless noise processes, one can in fact achieve the mutual information between the channel input and channel output using a universal decoding rule, see [12] and [13] . The shortcoming of the universal decoders is that their implementation is often too complex even for codebooks with strong algebraic structure.
The term "Gaussian codebook" requires some clarification. In this correspondence it will always refer to a random codebook whose codewords are chosen independently of each other. Sometimes we shall take it to imply that each codeword is chosen uniformly over the n-dimensional sphere of radius Jn?s, where P is the average power and n is the blocklength, and at other times we shall take it to mean that each codeword is chosen according to a product Gaussian distribution so that the coordinates of the codewords are Lid. h'(O, P), where H(m, g") denotes the Gaussian distribution of mean m and variance u2. The different meaning will usually be clear from the context or unimportant; otherwise, we shall make the distinction explicit and refer to the former case by "equienergy Gaussian codebook"' and to the latter by "product Gaussian codebook." All the results stated in this correspondence hold for 'We refer to this codebook as Gaussian because as the dimensionality R grows, the marginals of this distribution converge to the Gaussian distribution. both cases, but we shall prove them for the case for which the proof is simplest. It should be noted that, in general, a direct part is slightly more impressive if it is shown for a product-Gaussian codebook rather than for an equi-energy Gaussian codebook, whereas a random coding converse is stronger if it applies to an equi-energy Gaussian codebook. The reason is that in a decoding mismatch situation choosing all codewords to be of the same type is usually beneficial [6] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we treat the single-user case and show that under some weak conditions on the noise process, nearest neighbor decoding and random Gaussian codebooks allow one to communicate at any rate below (l/2) log (1-t P/N) but no higher. In Section III we show that the generalized cutoff rate [15] , which is a commonly used lower bound on the maxima1 achievable rate under decoding mismatch conditions, can be very loose even when the cutoff rate is close to the channel capacity. Section IV extends some of the results of Section II to the single-user channel with vector inputs and outputs. The multipleaccess channel is treated in Section V where it is once again shown that Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoding achieve the capacity region of the corresponding (matched) Gaussian channel but no better. Extension to fading channels with side information at the receiver are treated in Section VI, and some conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
It should be noted that some of the results of this correspondence have duals in rate distortion theory. Those are explored in [14] .
II. THE SCALAR SINGLE-USER CASE
The single-user additive noise scalar channel is a channel whose input and output are real valued and satisfy
Here Xck) and Y(') denote the input and output of the channel at time k, and Z(") is the noise sample. We assume throughout that the process { Zck)} is independent of the input process, and that it is ergodic with second moment N, i.e.,
In fact, our results still hold if rather than requiring ergodicity of the noise process we require that its empirical average power converge in probability to N, i.e., lim Pr n---tCX (I ;yz'"'y-N >l5 =o, v's>o.
k=l I )
Theorem 1: For a single-user scalar additive noise channel with nearest neighbor decoding we have that, irrespective of the noise distribution, the average probability of error, averaged over the ensemble of Gaussian codebooks of power P, approaches zero as the blocklength n tends to infinity for code rates below $ log (1 + $), and approaches one for rates above a log (1 + $).
Proof:
Step I: Consider a blocklength n equi-energy Gaussian codebook of average power P and rate R c = {z(l), . . ) z(2"R)}.
We are interested in l?', the average probability of error corresponding to a codebook drawn from the ensemble, averaged over the ensemble of codebooks. Since the different codewords are chosen independently and according to the same distribution, the ensemble averaged probability of error corresponding to the ith message p(i), does not depend on i, and we thus conclude that P = P(1). We can thus assume without loss of generality that the transmitted codeword is the one that corresponds to hypothesis number 1, i.e., Z( 1). Let y denote the received sequence. Let e(z) denote the conditional expectation of the probability of error given that the transmitted message is message 1 and that the noise vector is z. We thus have P = P(1) = E,(e(z)) where E, denotes expectation with respect to the noise sequence.
Step 2: We claim that e(z) depends on z only via its Euclidean norm ]l.ll. To see this, note that the spherical symmetry of the codebook distribution implies that given z and z(l), the probability of error depends only on J/z + I]]
and JIzJJ. Since z(l) is drawn uniformly over the sphere, it follows that the conditional distribution of ]]z + z(l)11 depends on z only via its norm. To stress that e(z) depends on z only via its norm (and dimension), we shall denote e(z) by en(l142/~>.
Step 3: We show that the function e,(]]zl]2/n) is monotonically nondecreasing with ]]zj]"/n. To see this note that by the proceeding step, for the purposes of studying the function e(z) z e, (]].#/n), we may assume without loss of generality that the noise vector z is aligned with some fixed deterministic unit vector 6, so that We can now compare the performance of a nearest neighbor decoder and a Gaussian codebook on our channel with their performance on the Gaussian channel of variance N". Denoting the noise vector on the Gaussian channel by z" we have
Using the monotonicity of the function en (.) and the strong converse2 for the Gaussian channel we conclude the random coding converse.0 It should be noted that rates that are generally higher than ilog(l+ ;)
can be sometimes achieved with nearest neighbor decoding provided that one does not insist on using a Gaussian codebook, as the following example demonstrates. Example 1: Consider the additive i.i.d. noise that takes the value 1 with probability l/2, and the value -1 otherwise. The noise power is thus N = 1. Assume now that the transmitter can use average power P = 1 + E where E > 0 is very small. We thus have ~=1bits.
2 ch. use
However, using the uncoded input alphabet l m and nearest neighbor decoding one achieve zero probability of error at a rate of 1 bit/channel use.
III. A NOTE ON THE GENERALIZED CUTOFF RATE
The generalized cutoff rate GRa is a commonly used lower bound on the mismatch capacity of a single-user channel. See [15] , [5] , and references therein. For a binary-input output-symmetric channel, i.e., a channel with input alphabet X = {&l}, output alphabet y = IR, and a probability law that satisfies P(Y I $1) = PC-Y I -1) the generalized cutoff rate has an additional operational meaning. If the decoding metric is also symmetric, i.e.
then the message error rate or the bit error rate of any linear binary code over the channel can be upper-bounded by some function that depends on the code only, evaluated at GRo [15] .
Like &M-the lower bound on the maximal rate at which reliable communication is possible with a given suboptimal decoder [ l]-the generalized cutoff rate GRa is derived using a random coding argument. However, while the analysis of the ensemble averaged probability of error used in deriving CLM is tight [5] , the analysis that leads to GRa is not. In this section we shall demonstrate that GRa can indeed behave very differently from the mismatch capacity CM, and the random coding bound CLM.
In order to derive GRa, one upper-bounds the probability that a randomly chosen codeword accumulates a higher metric than the metric accumulated by the correct codeword, and then uses the union of events bound to upper-bound the probability that some incorrect codeword accumulates a higher metric than the metric accumulated by the transmitted codeword. To be more specific, assume that random coding is carried out according to the distribution p(z). Denote the transmitted codeword by z, the received sequence by y, and let z' be a randomly chosen codeword independent of x and y. By the union of events bound we obtain that the probability of a message error is upper-bounded by YR Pr (4x', y) 2 4x, y)) where R is the code rate, and n is its blocklength. bound we obtain Pr(dx',Y) 2 4(x,9)) = Pr
and we can thus conclude that the generalized cutoff rate, defined as
is achievable, i.e., a lower bound on the mismatch capacity CM. Let us now focus once again on the scalar additive noise channel with nearest neighbor decoding, noise power N, and Gaussian codebook of power P. For this channel we know that irrespective of the noise distribution the rate $ log (1 + 5) is achievable (Theorem 1). We shall, however, show that by a proper choice of the noise distribution (of power N), we can make GRo arbitrarily small. Let Z(z) denote the probability that a randomly chosen codeword Z' is closer to y = z + z than the correct codeword x is. By the spherical symmetry of the Gaussian codebook g(z) depends on the noise sequence only via its norm llzll. We shall hence denote g(z) by &(ll~ll"/n).
Following the reasoning outlined in Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 1 we conclude that &(ll~II*/n) is monotonically nondecreasing.
Let c > 0 be arbitrary, and let 70 be sufficiently large so that E > + log (5). Consider now a deterministic noise 2 = 70. By the random coding converse of Theorem 1 we conclude that for sufficiently large blocklength n the average probability of error, averaged over an ensemble of rate E Gaussian codebooks, is greater than l/2. It thus follows from the union of events bound that for sufficiently large n, we have 2"'& (70) > l/2. By the monotonicity of en(q) we conclude that for sufficiently large n &(ll> > ;2-7 h 2 70.
For any noise distribution we thus have that for a sufficiently large blocklength n where the first inequality follows from the nonnegativity of e, (.), the next from its monotonicity, and the last by (3). If the noise is i.i.d. with second moment N then by the LLN Jim Pr (11z11"/n > 70) = 0 provided that 70 > N. However, the LLN does not have universal convergence rates, and we can find i.i.d. noise distributions of second moment N such that J&irn-~log(Pr(l/zl12/n > 70)) <E.
For such noise distributions, if we combine (5) and (4), we obtain that for sufficiently large n Pr(ll~' -YII 5 11.41) > Pn6 and the generalized cutoff rate is smaller than 2~, i.e., arbitrarily small. An example of such a noise distribution is given by
w.p. $ where A is chosen sufficiently large. This distribution has second moment N and the corresponding distribution of 2' has log-moment generating function AZ2 ( > Notice that this noise distribution is discrete, so that for a Gaussian input distribution the matched capacity as well as the computational cutoff rate are infinite whereas the mismatch capacity corresponding to nearest neighbor decoding is lower-bounded by $ log (1 + g), and the generalized cutoff rate is smaller than 2~. We thus see that the generalized cutoff rate and CLM can behave very differently even when the computational cutoff rate behaves very much like the matched capacity. (The fact that the computational cutoff rate behaves much like the matched capacity in this example should not be taken for granted [ 161.) The generalized cutoff rate behaves so poorly in our example because a noise vector of large norm may cause an exponential number of incorrect codewords to be closer to the received sequence than is the correct codeword.
IV. THE VECTOR SINGLE-USER CASE
The inputs and outputs of the single-user vector additive-noise channel are vectors in the m-dimensional Euclidean space IR". At any time k we have If(") = y(k) + jf (k) where %lc) and ?ck) denote the channel input and output at time k and where @(k) corresponds to the added noise at time k. The noise is assumed to be independent of the channel input, and ergodic with second moment (positive-definite) matrix A E IR" ' m, i.e.,
Here .' denotes the matrix transpose operation. An average power constraint is imposed on the channel input, so that ~wwl 5 p for some positive average power P.
If the added noise were i.i.d. Gaussian, the channel capacity would of codewords (ii,. . . , im) where zv (iv) is the message in user v's be given by the water pouring solution, i.e., codebook that achieves (6) where {X,)7& are the eigenvalues of the matrix A, and P" = (p -xv)+, v = l,...,rn and a'. b' denotes the standard Euclidean inner product between a' and (7) b'. The above claim follows immediately from the orthogonality of the basis {&} since where z+ = max{z, 0}, and p is selected so that arg min Let C be a blocklength n, rate R, codebook for the vector channel, i.e., a set of 2"R n-tuples of elements from IR". Given an output sequence 
As before, we shall assume that if two codewords achieve the minimum then a decoding error is declared. Notice that even if the noise process is i.i.d. Gaussian, nearest neighbor decoding is in general not equivalent to the maximum-likelihood decoding rule unless the matrix A is a scalar matrix, i.e., the identity matrix multiplied by a scalar. Nevertheless we have the following result: Theorem 2: The capacity of the vector additive-noise channel with average power P, ergodic noise of second moment A, and a nearest neighbor decoder is lower-bounded by the (matched) capacity of the corresponding vector i.i.d. Gaussian channel (6).
Proof The achievability of (6) will be demon$rated by treating the channel as a MAC with m transmitters. Let {&,}r=i denote an orthonormal set of real eigenvectors for the matrix A, where &, is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue X,. Let Xi = . . . = xm = lR denote the input alphabets of m users, and consider the codebooks Cl, . . . , C, can be chosen so that each user is decoded with arbitrarily small probability of error. We can conclude that the sum of the rates of the different users is achievable, and since b was chosen arbitrarily small, the rate (6) It follows as a corollary of Theorem 2 that for i.i.d. vector Gaussian noise and nearest neighbor decoding, the mismatch capacity is equal to the matched capacity, even though nearest neighbor decoding is clearly different from maximum-likelihood decoding rule which requires a whitening filter. It is interesting to note that this cannot in general be demonstrated using a standard random coding argument. Indeed, if under the water pouring solution (7), (8) there exist two distinct eigenvalues X,, # X,,U such that P,I, and P,,II are both positive, then random coding under no input distribution will demonstrate that the mismatch capacity is equal to the matched capacity. This is shown in Appendix I.
V. ADDITIVE-NOISE MAC
We now consider the additive-noise multiple-access channel with joint minimum Euclidean distance decoding. The channel has two real-valued inputs3 and one real-valued output. The channel output at time k, Y("), is given by mapping y(k) = x,(k) + &."I + z(k) f): Xl x ... XX,-+lFi" m where X,$'), v = 1,2, is the signal transmitted at time Ic by user v, (b: (Xl,... , Gn) -c 2v&. and Zck) is the noise sample. The noise is assumed to be independent v=l of the inputs and is further assumed to be ergodic of second moment
For an arbitrarily small 5 > 0, assign to each user v a codebook N or to satisfy (2). We further assume that the average power C, of rate transmitted by user v is limited by P, for Y = 1,2. We are interested R,=;log(l++ in the achievable rates with Gaussian codebooks and joint nearest neighbor decoding. Given a received sequence y, such a decoder v declares that the transmitted codewords were and average power P, as determined by (7). Note that since the we have chosen {JU} to be orthonormal, the average power of argmin I]y -21 -zal] ~lEC1,-2ECZ 4(a,..., zm) is by (8) equal to P. We now show that when the vector channel is used as a MAC and nearest neighbor decoding is and declares decoding failure if the minimum is not achieved employed, then each user experiences a scalar additive noise channel uniquely. Let RG denoted the achievable region corresponding with nearest neighbor decoding. To be more precise, we claim that the resulting MAC decodes the received sequence y to the m-tuple 3 All the results described here can be easily generalized to any finite number of users.
to a Gaussian noise [7] , i.e., %& is the set of all rate pairs (RI, Rz) that satisfy v= 1,2 Theorem 3: For the additive noise MAC with joint nearest neighbor decoding we have that irrespective of the noise distribution, the average probability of error, averaged over the ensemble of Gaussian codebooks pairs of powers PI and P2, approaches zero as the blocklength 12 tends to infinity, if (RI, R2) is in the interior of RG, and approaches one if (RI, Rz) 6 %?G.
Proof The average probability of error, averaged over the ensemble of codebook pairs, is equal to the probability that the message (1,1) is incorrectly decoded, averaged over the above ensemble. We shall thus assume that the transmitted codewords are 21(l) and ~(1). Let E,,, denote the event llzl(i) +=2(j) -111 I lla(l) +372(l) -Yll = IHI where y denotes the output sequence, and a is the noise sequence. It follows from the single-user result (Theorem 1) that and similarly
To conclude the proof we need to study the asymptotic behavior of the probability of the event znRlz"% E = u u EC,,.
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We first note that by the spherical symmetry of distribution on the codebooks, the conditional probability of the event E given the noise sequence z depends only on the norm 11211. We shall denote this conditional probability by e, (]1~1l"/n). Next note that the functions e,(.) are monotonically nondecreasing. To see this assume that z = l[zlliL where iL is some deterministic unit vector, and note that for S > 0 lla(l) +22 ( We can now use a comparison argument similar to the one used in
Step 4 in the proof of Theorem 1 to conclude from the above that the asymptotic probability of E depends only on the second moment of the noise. By considering a Gaussian noise of equal second moment we can conclude from the the direct part to ,the coding theorem for the Gaussian MAC that if (10) is satisfied with strict inequality then
Pr(E) + 0.
Similarly, if (10) is violated then
Pr(E) + 1 as follows from the random coding converse to the Gaussian MAC, which can be proved using arguments very similar to those that were used in the proof of [6, Theorem 31. 0
A practical approach to coding for the MAC with unknown noise distribution can be based on this theorem and the use of random unitary transformations. For the single-user additive-noise channel such an approach has been described in [9] .
VI. FADING CHANNELS
We next consider fading additive noise channels. We assume throughout that the receiver has side information about the fading process, but that this information is not available at the transmitter. We shall treat both the single-user case as well as the MAC.
Consider first the single-user channel described by y(k) = A(")X(") + z(k), k g z where Y(") and Xc'") are the received and transmitted symbols at time I;, A(") is the fading process sampled at time Ic, and Z(") is the noise sample. We assume that the processes {A(")}y?",, and {Z(")}r=",_, are ergodic, independent of each other, and jointly independent of the input sequence. The second moment of Z(") is denoted by N. We shall focus on a modified minimum Euclidean distance decoder that, given the received sequence y and the fading sequence a, decided that the transmitted codeword is and declares a decoding failure if the minimum is not unique. This decoding rule is equivalent to the maximum-likelihood decoding rule for the case where the additive noise is i.i.d. Gaussian. We now show that the random coding capacity of the fading channel with Gaussian codebooks and modified nearest neighbor decoding depends on the noise process only via its second moment N. To simplify the proof we assume that the fading process {A('")} takes value in some finite set sl C IR. A proof of the more general result is sketched in Appendix II. Theorem 4: Under the above assumptions, the random coding capacity of the fading channel with Gaussian codebooks and modified nearest neighbor decoding is given by where P is the average power available at the transmitter, and N is the second moment of the noise.
We prove the theorem for a "product Gaussian codebook." Assume that the transmitted codeword is z( 1) = (r(i) (1): . . , x(") (1)) and let the fading sequence be given by a = (a('), ... ,a(")). The received sequence y is then given by y = a o z( 1) + z where 0 denotes the Schur product (coordinate-wise product) and z is the added noise sequence. Let kc&(n) y; zz c (yck)y kCn(a) where K(U) = (1 5 k 5 7%: a Ck) = a), a E "4.
Step I: We claim that conditioned on a, a, and y, the probability of error is a function of {z,},EA, {yla}nt~, and a only. To see this note that the metric accumulated by codeword z(i), for i # 1, is given by az kEs ) (YCk) -az(k%))2 a which is distributed as a sum of IAl independent random variables that are noncentral chi-square distributed with (K(U) 1 degrees of freedom and a noncentrality parameter yz. Since the metric accumulated by the correct codeword ~ (1) is we conclude that the probability of error depends only on {%a> aed, {Ya> atd, and a.
Step 2: We claim that conditioned on z and a, the probability of error is a function of {z~}~EA and a only. This follows easily from the previous step by integrating the conditional probability of error given Z, a,and y with respect to y and noting that since Z( 1) is i.i.d. Gaussian, the conditional distribution of ya given z depends only on &.
Step 3: We show that the conditional probability of error given {Z,},@ and a iS mOnOtOniC in & for any a E A. Let U* E A be fixed. By Step 2 we may without loss in generality assume that the noise vector, projected to ~(a*), is aligned with some deterministic unit vector 6. We now use a coupling argument to compare the probability of error conditioned on a and {z,},EA with the probability of error conditioned on a and {zh},~d where z; = { za* + 6, ifa=a* %a, otherwise and 6 > 0. For the purpose of computing the two conditional probabilities we choose the random codebooks used in the computation of the two conditional probabilities to be identical. We further choose the noise samples to be identical for all coordinates that are not in ~(a*).
The noise samples at ~(a*) are chosen so as to align the projection of the noise vector on ~(a*) with 6, and so as to have the appropriate norm. In the system with smaller noise, an error will occur if 3j # 1: c c (y(k) -uz(")(j))2 a#a* kEx(a*) ' 3j # 1: c ; c ((y(k) -uzyj))2 -(P')") a#a* kcK(a*) < c ((%y2 -(y(") -uz(yj))2).
The right-hand side of this equation is just %Z* -IJz,*ti + u*rI a*Z(l) -aYII,*z(j)l12
where III,z denotes the projection of z to the coordinates for which a(') = a. By the triangle inequality this term is monotonic in za*, and the monotonicity of the conditional probability of error is thus established.
Step 4: The theorem can be now proved using the LLN and by comparing the general noise to a Gaussian noise, as in the final step in the proof of Theorem 1. 0 Similar arguments can be made to show that for the additivenoise fading MAC, Gaussian codebooks and joint modified nearest neighbor decoding give rise to an achievable region that depends on the noise probability law only via its second moment. The output of the additive-noise fading MAC is given by y(") = A&)X,('") + B+@ + Z(k)
where Xi") and Xik) are the signals transmitted by user 1 and user 2, respectively, Z(") is the additive noise sample, and {A(l") } and {B(k)} are the fading processes that are assumed jointly ergodic and independent of the inputs and of the noise. The noise is assumed ergodic of second moment N, and the two users' signals are assumed average-power limited by PI, and P2, respectively. The modified joint nearest neighbor decoder declares that the transmitted codewords are
and declares an error if the minimum is not unique. Once again we assume that the fading processes {A(")} and {@"I} take on values in finite subsets A and B of the real line. This assumption is not essential and merely simplifies the proof. Theorem 5: Subject to the above conditions,,the achievable region for additive noise fading MAC with Gaussian codebooks of powers PI and P2, noise power N, and modified joint nearest neighbor decoding is given by the set of all rate pairs (RI R1 <E(;log(l+~)) R.<E(;log(l+~)) and I&) that satisfy l+ A2P~ + B2Pz N Proof The proof is given for a "product Gaussian codebook." To analyze the probability that only one of the codewords is correctly decoded one can use Theorem 4. It remains to check for the asymptotic probability that both codewords are incorrectly decoded. The analysis of'this event is very similar to the analysis that was used in the proof of where II&y denotes the projection of the vector y on the coordinates at which the fading processes take on the value (a, b), i.e., ~(a, b).
Step I: We claim that for any (a, b) E A x B the joint distribution of {V,:;"} i = 2, .. , 2nR1 j = 2, ... , 2nRz, when conditioned on Q, b, and z depends on z on;, via Z,?b. Since conditioned on a, b, and t the collections of random variables {V,:;"} i = 2,. . . , 2nR1, j = 2, . . . ,yRz and the collection of random variables {Va',b' 2 ,..., yR1, j =2 ,..., yRz are independent for (u bj > : i bl I , a, it follows that conditioned on a, b, and z, the joint distribution of the random variables depends on z via {&,b} (a, b) E Ax B only. In particular, the conditional probability of error is a function of a, b, and {&,b}, (a, b) E A x i3 only.
To prove our claim note that if we additionally condition on the received sequence y, then the distribution of the random variables {V,:;"};,, does not depend on a. In fact, by the spherical symmetry of the product Gaussian distribution, the dependence on y is only via yi ,b. We now integrate the conditional distribution with respect to the conditional distribution of y& given z and note that the latter depends only zz,b since it is a noncentral chi-square distribution with ]~(a, b)] degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter zi,b. (The random quantity yz.6 is the sum of ]~(a, b)] Gaussian random variables of mean zk and variance u2 PI + b2 Pz.)
Step 2: We now show that given a, b, and {z:,~}, the probability of error is a monotonic function of &,b for any (a, b) E dl X B. In fact, proceeding as in
Step 3 is monotonic in z:* ,b', which follows from the triangle inequality.
Step 3: The theorem is now established by comparing the general noise to a Gaussian noise of equal power and using the LLN and the direct and random coding converse for the Gaussian noise case. The latter can be proved using arguments very similar to those that were used to prove [6, Theorem 31.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Nearest neighbor decoding is often employed in additive-noise channels due to the simplicity of its implementation and its robustness. For the scalar additive noise channel we have shown (Theorem 1) that while Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoding form a very robust system, this robustness has a price: it causes every noise to appear as malevolent as a Gaussian noise of equal power. A similar result holds for the additive MAC (Theorem 3). Using the example of the additive-noise channel with nearest neighbor decoding, we have demonstrated that the generalized cutoff rate can be significantly smaller than the mismatch capacity, even if the (matched) cutoff rate well approximates the matched capacity. The single-user vector additive-noise channel is yet another example that demonstrates the robustness of Gaussian codebooks and nearest neighbor decoding. The case where the noise is multi-normal distributed is particularly interesting. For this case, the optimal decoding rule is a whitening filter followed by nearest neighbor decoding, and yet, with a proper choice of the codebook, the whitening filter is not necessary and nearest neighbor decoding achieves capacity. As we have seen, in general, one could not have demonstrated that this suboptimal decoding rule does not reduce capacity using classical random coding arguments.
Following a suggestion by Shamai (Shitz) we have also studied modified nearest neighbor decoding for fading channels with side information at the receiver. Here, the mismatched receiver employs the decision rule that is optimal for white Gaussian noise. This decoder in conjunction with Gaussian codebooks was shown to be robust but, once again, at the price of causing every noise to be as harmful as a corresponding memoryless Gaussian noise of equal power (Theorems 4 and 5).
APPENDIX I
In this appendix we briefly outline how one can show that for the additive i.i.d. multivariate Gaussian noise channel with nearest neighbor decoding, if the water pouring solution (7), (8) has two distinct eigenvalues X,1 # X,,, such that P,,,, and P,r/ are both positive, then classical random coding according to the water pouring Gaussian distribution does not achieve the matched capacity. As before, by "classical random coding" we mean that the ensemble of codebooks is drawn so that different codewords are drawn independently and according to an n-fold product distribution.
Let A, denote the m x m covariance matrix of a water pouring solution, so that LJ=l and consider random coding according to the multivariate Gaussian distribution n; (O, A,) . Assume that the transmitted codeword is z(l), and let y denote the received sequence and z = y -Z( 1) the noise sequence. Let h(z( l), y) denote the probability that codeword z(i) is closer to the received sequence y than z(1) is, i.e., h(4l),y) = Pr(IIy -4i)ll 5 II31 -41)ll).
We then have that for a codebook of M+l codewords the ensemble averaged probability of correct decoding, PC, is given by
Defining we have
ICI1 u=l
Notice that by the construction of the random codebook, {x(')(i) .
&}z,k,v are independent and Jv(O, Pu) distributed. Let 0 < 6 < l/2 be arbitrarily small, and let A: = where Tr (A) denoted the trace of a matrix A. By the LLN the probability of the typical set Ai approaches one as the blocklength goes to infinity. By (11) we have
Letusnowlower-boundh(z(l),z(l)+z)for(z(l),z(l)+z) E At. Noting that for (x(1),2(1) + a) E AR we have that Notice that a(n, 6) does not depend on (z(l), y) provided that they are in A: and hence, by (12) PC 5 (1 -a(n, 6))M + Pr (A:) < e--Ma(n,6) -where the second inequality follows from 1 -z 5 e-". Recalling the definition of the code's rate we conclude that if 2nRu(n, 6) approaches infinity as n tends to infinity, then the ensemble averaged probability of error tends to 1. It therefore remains to compute C(S) = -al@m i logu(n, 6).
This can be easily found using the theory of large deviations, and in particular, using Cramer's theorem [19] . The following is a sketch of the proof of Theorem 4 for the more realistic case in which the fading processes do not necessarily take value in a finite subset of the reals. We assume that the codebook employed is a product Gaussian codebook, and that the transmitted codeword is z( 1). For a blocklength n code, we are interested in the rate of exponential decay of the probability of the event S, < I )z]]* /n where
and i # 1. Notice that since the coordinates of the different codewords are chosen i.i.d. N(0, P) it follows that conditioned on the fading sequence a and the received sequence y, the logarithmic4 moment generating function of S, is given for any 0 5 0 by h,(O) = ; g cy (k) 2. ) k=l 1 -20 (u(k))2 P/n -i 2 log (1 -20(a(k))2P/n).
k=l By the joint ergodicity of {A('")} and {Y('")} it follows from the ergodic theorem that except for a set of measure zero (which may depend on 0), for every realization of the fading process and the received process lim LA,(nO) = lim 12 (y(!y20 n-00 ?I, n-cc n where the last equality follows by conditioning on a and noting that the processes z, a, z(1) are independent. However, a stronger 4Natural logarithms will be assumed throughout this Appendix.
statement can be made, namely that, except for a set of measure zero, (15) holds for every 6' 5 0. To see this, note that by the ergodic theorem we can find a set of measure zero outside of which (15) holds for every nonpositive rational 0. However, the functions A, (6') are convex [19] , and hence, since R(0) is continuous, convergence on the rationals implies convergence on the reals. Let us denote by G a set of probability 1 of realizations of the fading process, the received process, and noise process for which (15) holds for every nonpositive real 0 and for which )rir ; 2 (Z(k))2 = N. Ic=l
It now follows from the G&trier-Ellis theorem [19] that for ({dk'}, {y(')}, {z'"'}) E G J@-t log Pr (S, < 7) = -A* (T)
where A" (T) is the Fenchel-Legendre transform of A(.), i.e., A*(T) = ;s~ (0~ -A(0)).
It now follows from (17), (18), and the union of events bound that for any 6 > 0 the rate A* (N + 6) is achievable.
Similarly, for rates above A*(N -6), the expected number of incorrect codewords whose modified distance to the received sequence is smaller than that of the correct codeword is exponentially large, and hence, since the codewords are selected independently, the average probability of error averaged over the ensemble of codebooks tends to one.
It is straightforward to check that and is achieved at 0 = -1/(2N). The continuity of A*(T) (see [19]) On the Relative Entropy of Discrete-Time Markov now establishes the theorem.
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